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Communication technology is an essential part of virtual teams in working life. This article presents a qualitative

study on the meanings of communication technology in virtual team meetings. The study was conducted by

examining frames of technology-related virtual team interaction. Observational data was gathered from six expert

team meetings. Technology-related communication episodes (N = 88) were identified from team interaction and 

then analyzed by means of frame analysis. Four frame categories were found: the practical frame, work frame, user

frame, and relational frame. Team members talked about technological properties and functions as well as giving

and receiving technological guidance. They also discussed technology in relation to work tasks, contemplated

technology users ’ attributes, and built and maintained relationships with technology. The results indicate that

virtual team members give meanings to communication technology while interacting. Communication technology

has several meanings —it is seen as a tool for work, a reason for uncertainty, a useful benefit, a challenge, an object

of competence, an entity of technical properties, a subject of guidance, a way to express closeness, and a shared

space. The results presented in this article deepen our understanding of the role communication technology plays

in the day-to-day interaction of virtual teams. The results recommend developing both technological systems and

team members ’ ways of using them, as well as providing opportunities to negotiate the meanings of technology

and thus avoid frame disputes. In addition, ensuring that virtual teams use technological systems that support

their unique communicational needs is suggested.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Virtual teams are common in many modern organizations. They

ave a unique ability to work across geographic and temporal bound-

ries throughout organizational structures ( Berry, 2011; D’Souza and

olarelli, 2010; Potter and Balthazard, 2002 ). An increasing number of

mployees are members of virtual teams, as more than 60% of multina-

ional organizations use virtual teams and the number will most likely

ontinue to grow in the future ( Gilson et al., 2015 ). According to the

efinition established by Lipnack and Stamps (2000) , virtual teams are

elatively small, task-oriented groups of individuals who are, at least to

ome extent, distributed and mostly work in technology-mediated ways

oward a common goal. Virtual team communication is always, to some

xtent, technology-mediated, and appropriate communication technolo-

ies as well as ways to use technology are essential for successful team

nteraction ( Hovde, 2014 ). However, the effect of communication tech-

ology on virtual teams ’ work and efficacy has been debated for many

ears, and still some contradictions are apparent in the results ( Gilson

t al., 2015; Purvanova, 2014 ). 
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Previous research seems to agree that communication technol-

gy in virtual teams is affected by users ’ attitudes and perceptions

 Purvanova, 2014 ). Therefore, as communication technology undoubt-

dly plays a relevant role in virtual team meetings, it is crucial to un-

erstand the meanings attached to it. These meanings portray how tech-

ology is perceived, valued, and experienced, and thus affect the suc-

essful deployment of technology ( Davidson, 2006; Fuller et al., 2016 ).

eeing the sensemaking process of communication technology in work

ife teams as only rational and pre-given has long since been replaced

ith more social and interpretive viewpoints. Meanings of technology

re affected by the interaction of users as these meanings are expressed

nd negotiated in their communication ( Crider and Ganesh, 2004 ). 

Meanings can be explored with the concepts of frames and fram-

ng ( Davidson, 2006; Dewulf et al., 2009; Goffman, 1974 ). Framing re-

earch examines how individuals define social reality through frames.

rames can be defined as both structures and schemas in the mind (cog-

itive frames), and are interpreted and represented in interaction (in-

eractional frames) ( Dewulf et al., 2009 ). Research on technology frames

oncentrates on the interpretations and definitions of information tech-

ology in an organizational context ( Bjørn and Ngwenyama, 2010 ).
2017
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rlikowski and Gash (1994 , p. 178) have described technological frames

s: “the subset of members ’ organizational frames that concern the as-

umptions, expectations, and knowledge they use to understand tech-

ology in organizations. This description includes not only the nature

nd role of the technology itself, but the specific conditions, applications

nd consequences of that technology in particular contexts. ” Technol-

gy frames are the knowledge and expectations that guide individuals ’

nterpretations of technology, as well as their actions and interaction

ith it ( Davidson, 2006 ). In other words, technology has different mean-

ngs attached to it by the users, which influences the way they use the

echnology. 

This article contributes theoretically and empirically to these tradi-

ions in three ways. First, we apply frame analysis to interaction in team

eetings, concentrating on technology frames and framing in team in-

eraction. This kind of application has not been done previously; studies

n technology frames have exclusively focused on the organizational

evel in aiming to understand how users perceive technologies as part

f an organization, rather than as part of a virtual team ( Bjørn and

gwenyama, 2010 ). Second, we use frames and frame category anal-

sis to better understand what meanings are given to communication

echnology in authentic virtual team communication. Authentic, natu-

ally occurring data allow us to study the realities of virtual teams in

eal working life and thus better understand how technology should be

aken into consideration when studying virtual teams and planning vir-

ual team work. Third, although versatile conferencing platforms are

ncreasingly common in virtual teaming, previous research has not yet

ocused on them but, rather, mainly on more traditional technologies

ike email and discussion boards ( Gilson et al., 2015 ). In this article, we

ocus purely on modern conferencing platforms that are currently used

n the everyday working life of virtual teams. First, we will introduce

he relevant literature and previous studies on virtual teams and their

echnology-mediated communication as well as on meanings in team

nteraction and framing. Then we will move on to describing the meth-

ds and data used in this study. Finally, we will introduce the findings

nd, in the end, discuss these findings, their implications to theory and

ractice, as well as some future research avenues. 

. Background 

.1. Communication technology in teams 

Research has focused on communication technology in organi-

ations from multiple perspectives. For example, studies have ex-

mined the adaptation of technology, attitudes toward technology,

nd technology’s role in enabling diverse communication functions

 Gilson et al., 2015 ). Moreover, a significant number of studies have

ompared face-to-face communication and computer-mediated commu-

ication ( Rhoads, 2010 ). Empirical studies on technology’s role in vir-

ual teams have concentrated on technology’s effect on team perfor-

ance ( Schweitzer and Duxbury, 2010; Van der Kleij et al., 2009 ),

echnology-related attitudes and anxiety ( Fuller et al., 2016; Luse et al.,

013 ), technology’s role in international teams ( Hovde, 2014 ), technol-

gy’s effect on ingroup dynamics ( Plotnick et al., 2016 ), and perceptions

f technology ( Crider and Ganesh, 2004 ). Nevertheless, research has not

et shed light on the meanings of communication technology that be-

ome apparent in actual virtual team meetings. 

There are multiple technological systems aimed at fulfilling the com-

unicative needs of teams in working life. Group conferencing plat-

orms, shared workspaces, or online meeting tools are common technol-

gy in virtual team use because they provide auditory and/or visual

onnections between team members ( Bouwman et al., 2008; Hovde,

014 ). Modern conferencing platforms not only enable multiple, often

eographically dispersed, participants to communicate simultaneously,

ut also facilitate multiple communication functions, such as informa-

ion sharing, negotiating, problem solving and team decision making.
13 
he platforms also usually enable team members to share content, such

s text documents, photographs, or web displays. 

Group conferencing systems support versatile forms of work and

eam communication. The effect of technology is, however, not only

nabling but sometimes restricting just because of the perceptions of its

sers. For example, studies have shown that team members with high

evels of communication technology anxiety can sometimes participate

ess, send fewer task-oriented messages, introduce fewer novel topics,

nd are even rated more poorly by other team members ( Fuller et al.,

016 ). In addition, expectations and previous user experience influ-

nce how useful the technology is perceived to be ( Treem et al., 2015 )

nd how attitudes toward technology are negotiated during its use

 Crider and Ganesh, 2004 ). Therefore, it is crucial to understand not

nly the meanings virtual team members assign to communication tech-

ology, but also the ways how the meanings are manifested in the team

ommunication. 

.2. Technology-related meanings and frames 

The constructing and sharing of meanings attached to communica-

ion technology have been studied for many years. Twenty five years

go, Fulk (1993) conceptualized how social influence matters in re-

ard to the way individuals perceive communication technology within

ork life teams. The social influence model was a counter to previous

heories that emphasized rational thinking in choosing or using tech-

ology ( Fulk et al., 1990 ). Adaptive structuration theory ( De Sanctis and

oole, 1994 ) presented the assumption that social structures fundamen-

ally affect mediated communication. Also coming from the structura-

ion perspective, Weick (1990) described how sensemaking processes

re a natural part of using technology, and how these processes are

trongly related to the way users utilize and feel toward technology.

eick (1990) defined technology as an equivoque : it can have several

ossible interpretations. Attitudes toward technology are also frequently

egarded as dynamic: team members ’ attitudes after working by means

f communication technology may differ significantly from the attitudes

hey held before working with the technology ( Crider and Ganesh, 2004;

ewis et al., 2005 ). Technology-related attitudes in the virtual team con-

ext have not been a focus of many recent studies. Communication tech-

ology anxiety has, however, been found to strongly affect participa-

ion in mediated team interaction ( Fuller et al., 2016 ). Research has not

et shed light on the meanings of communication technology in virtual

eams. By filling this gap in the research, we aim to be better able to

nderstand how teams deploy technology and ultimately improve their

erformance. By understanding the meanings, it is possible not only to

eveal the prevailing attitudes and perceptions the users have towards

echnology, but also to enable the active coordination of the meanings

nside a virtual team. Coordinated meanings of technology allow for

eams to achieve more successful technology-mediated communication,

nd therefore, they can lead to better collaboration. 

Here, meanings attached to communication technology and man-

fested in team communication are explored through the con-

ept of frames . Framing research is a versatile field of study.

offman (1974) was one of the first researchers to actively strive toward

 clear scientific paradigm of frame ( Borah, 2011 ). However, the concept

ad already been introduced by Bateson (1972) . Goffman (1974) theo-

ized how frames are present in daily interaction, but did not give ei-

her clear definitions or methodological tools for observation or analy-

is ( Denzin and Keller, 1981 ). This aspect of Goffman’s work gives re-

earchers a lot of freedom to develop their subjective interpretations and

pplications of the framing method. 

Consequently, the concept of frames has been defined in many ways

 Borah, 2011; de Vreese, 2012; Entman, 1993 ). However, the basic prin-

iples are the same: frames refer to the unseen structures that define

ocial reality in the minds and interactions of individuals. Frames work

s the premises of social situations and to clarify the expectations of
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ommunicating in them, thus also affecting the actions of individuals

 Goffman, 1974 ). 

Dewulf et al. (2009) differentiated between a cognitive and an in-

eractional paradigm in framing research. This definition highlights

rames as both cognitive representations and interactional construc-

ions. The interactional paradigm sees frames as “perspective-based co-

onstructions of the meaning of the external world ” ( Dewulf et al., 2009 ,

. 163). Meanings are constructed in interaction. 

In this article, we focus on the interactional paradigm of framing, as

e explore meanings attached to communication technology by means

f frame analysis. Technology frames have been studied mainly in the

ontext of the organizational level ( Bjørn and Ngwenyama, 2010 ). On

he organizational level, four frame categories have been found: frames

elated to information technology (IT) features or attributes, frames re-

ated to potential organizational applications of IT, frames related to

ncorporating IT into work practices, and frames related to developing

T in organizations ( Davidson, 2006 ). Some work has also been done in

he enterprise social media setting, where it has been noticed that em-

loyees ’ frames regarding expectations and assumptions of technology

re found to affect their views about the usefulness of social media in

heir organization ( Treem et al., 2015 ). 

It is not, however, yet known what kind of technological frames can

e found in the interaction by team members in virtual team meetings.

ecause of the different contexts in these studies ( Davidson, 2006; Or-

ikowski and Gash, 1994; Treem et al., 2015 ), it is crucial not to gener-

lize previously found frames but to provide a data-driven analysis of

he frames in virtual team contexts. The context of virtual team meet-

ngs has not yet been examined from the perspective of frames. More

mportant, the previous framing research has not sufficiently reached

nto the meanings attached to technology. In addition, there is a lack

f virtual team studies that use naturally occurring, authentic team in-

eraction as their data (see Gilson et al., 2015 ). This article contributes

o these under-developed areas by presenting an analysis of technology

rames in virtual teams with naturally occurring data, and by providing

 second-level analysis of technology-related meanings. 

This literature review led to the following research questions: (1)

ow is communication technology framed in virtual teams ’ technology-related

nteraction? and (2) what meanings are given to communication technology

n virtual team meetings? 

. Method 

.1. Collecting the data 

The data was gathered from three Finnish virtual teams; for every

eam, two meetings were analyzed. The six meetings were recorded
Table 1 

Studied teams and their attributes. 

Team attribute Team 1 Tea

Field of work Organization consulting and training Info

Team members present at the meetings 2–3 5–1

Level of and reason for dispersion • Members participating virtually 
• Internal to Finland 
• Distributed organization 
• Mobile work 

•
•
•

Working nature • Planning projects 
• Planning and executing materials 
• Reflecting past phases of the project 
• Distributing work 

•
•
•

Conferencing platform 

• Video and audio channels 
• Chat window 

• Text and document processing and 

sharing 
• Modifiable screen view 

•

•

14 
ither by the team members themselves (by means of the conferenc-

ng platform) or by the researchers (by means of a video camera). All

esearch subjects were aware of the recording of the meetings and had

greed to participate in the study. By using three different teams, we

imed for versatility in the data. All of the teams used conferencing sys-

ems that differed slightly from one another. The data was collected from

egular meetings of the teams held from 2011 to 2014. With this kind

f naturally occurring data, communication is not guided or restricted

n any way by the researcher ( Silverman, 2006 ). 

The first team is from the field of organization consulting. The team

ses a versatile web-based video conferencing system that allows the

articipants to communicate in real time through video and audio. The

latform enables the advancement of work tasks, such as sharing mul-

imedia documents, processing text documents, and taking notes. The

eam uses the platform for rather informal, but work-related, meetings.

he meetings focus on advancing current team tasks and planning fu-

ure ones. The team uses the technology to enable cooperation between

eographically dispersed team members and also to facilitate mobile

ork. The team consists of three permanent members who are not all

ctive during the meetings. There are, however, always at least two ac-

ive members engaged in discussion. The meetings for this team were

he longest of all the teams, as the first was 1 h and 55 min and the

econd was 2h and 36 min. 

The second team works in the field of IT. They use a platform that

rovides a shared view of a browser screen. The team members partic-

pate in the meetings with a mobile phone or computer audio chan-

el. One of the members acts as the chair of the meeting and leads

he conversation by following a pre-set agenda. Members who partici-

ate through their computers are able to see the shared view and follow

he agenda on the browser screen. This team consists of 13 members;

owever, the number and combination of members participating fluc-

uates between meetings. The team uses technology-mediated meetings

ecause of the geographically dispersed organizational structure. These

eetings are significantly shorter than those of the other teams: the

rst was 22 min and the second was 27 min. The short duration could

e attributed to the use of a clear agenda and structure that guided the

onversation. 

The third team is also from IT. Their conferencing system resem-

les the one used by the second team. This team is partially distributed.

ome of the third team’s members are physically in the same office

pace and seated around the same table, while the other part of the

eam communicates through an audio-based web conferencing system

ased in another city. In addition to the audio channel, the two parts

f the team have access to a shared browser screen, managed by the

hair and occasionally by other team members. Depending on the meet-

ng, there are three to six members on each side of the remote connec-
m 2 Team 3 

rmation technology Information technology 

3 6–11 

Members participating virtually 

Internal to Finland 

Distributed organization 

• Partially dispersed team 

• Two locations 
• Internal to Finland 
• Distributed organization 

Discussing active customer projects 

Updating project statuses 

Distributing work 

• Discussing active customer projects 
• Reflecting past phases of projects 
• Showing/demoing current projects 

Audio channels and shared screen 

view (operated by the chair) 

Modifiable screen view 

• Audio channels and shared screen 

view (operated by the chair and the 

team members) 
• Modifiable screen view 
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ion. The first meeting was 1 h and 6 min and the second meeting was

0 min. 

.2. Conducting the analysis 

The six recorded meetings were transcribed to support the analysis.

he analysis was conducted by the first author. However, the authors

iscussed and evaluated the analysis and negotiated all borderline cases

ogether. This kind of peer debriefing ( Lincoln and Guba, 1985 ) allows

esearchers to critically assess their work and thus increase the credibil-

ty of their analysis. More generally, the reliability of a qualitative study

an be strengthened through sincerity ( Tracy, 2010 ), i.e. transparency of

he methodology and analysis. Even though no study is fully free of the

esearchers ’ subjectivity, we aimed to manage this challenge by draw-

ng from the theoretical background to confirm our viewpoints. We also

rovide an exact description of the analysis conducted in this study. Ad-

itionally, we include excerpts from the actual data to strengthen the

ransparency of the analysis. 

The analysis had three phases. The first phase was identifying the

nalysis units, called communication episodes . One episode consisted of

ne or more statements related to communication technology or the

se of technology and, if necessary, the statements pertaining to them.

pisodes start either straight from a statement made about commu-

ication technology or from a relevant comment that precedes the

echnology-associated statement. An episode ends when the technology-

elated statements or other statements relevant to the conversation come

o an end. By identifying the communication episodes, we were able to

nd all of the technology-related conversations from the team meetings.

In total, 88 technology-related communication episodes were iden-

ified from all three teams. The first team had 46 episodes, the second

eam had 25 episodes, and the third team had 17 episodes. The following

xample illustrates the process of identifying the episodes: 

[Team members are editing text in their shared view.] 

M1 1 : What was that one thing [in the text], “about next meetings?”

Mikä siellä oli viel se, seuraavista tapaamisista? 

M2: “About next meetings” and then “defining project procedures”

[M2 writes down]…project procedures…there is still an error

[in the text], now it is fine. Seuraavista tapaamisista ja sitte

hanketoimenpiteiden. määrittelyä…hanketoimenpiteiden…siellä on 

vieläkin virhe, joo nyt. 

- EPISODE BEGINS - 

M1: Did you know that if you press Fn and then backspace that it is

the same as delete? Tiesitkö et Fn niin sitten peruuta eli backspace

on sama kun delete? 

M2: No, I didn’t [laughs]. En tienny. 

- EPISODE ENDS - 

M1: And now let’s take this end part off. Ja nyt otetaan tää loppuosa

tästä pois. 

M2: Yes, off. Joo kyllä pois 

(Team 1, episode 35) 

The second phase of the process was the frame analysis of the

echnology-related interaction found in the previously identified com-

unication episodes. The aim was to form frame categories that describe

hat team members said about the technology. The frame theory (e.g.

offman, 1974 ) provides both the conceptual basis and terminology to

upport the analysis. 

The frame analysis provides descriptions of how individuals un-

erstand, define, and construct certain situations, matters, and activi-

ies ( Goffman 1974 ). The frame theory does not present any pre-given
1 Team members are identified with the numbered letter “M ” (for “member ”). The num- 

er indicates the order in which the team members first appear in that particular meeting. 

ll excerpts presented were translated from Finnish to English by the authors. The original 

innish excerpts are provided next to the translations. 

t

 

l  

T  

d  

15 
rame categories – frames are always the result of inductive analyses

 Verhoeven, 1993 ). Moreover, framing has not been previously applied

o technology-mediated team interaction. Therefore, the frame analy-

is of this study was conducted as an inductive, data-driven, qualitative

nalysis. It was guided by the basic assumptions of frame analysis but

ot by any previously found frame categories. 

All technology-related statements and relevant statements pertaining

o them were analyzed on an episode-to-episode basis and then matched

nd grouped to create the overall frames. Because the communication

pisodes were formed only to allow the identifying of the technology-

elated parts of the interaction, multiple kinds of frames could be found

n a single communication episode. Frame categories were constructed

y analyzing how the technology is talked about by the team members:

ow the team members define, label, name, describe, and blame the

echnology by talking about it. These salient ( Goffman, 1974 ) parts of

ommunication are the cues that allow researchers to form a picture of

he underlining frames that construct and define the ways the commu-

ication technology is perceived in the team interaction. 

The following illustration demonstrates the framing process. The rel-

vant observations (e.g., emotional expressions) made from the video or

udio material were marked in the transcription. All of the statements

ere analyzed by looking at the way team members talked about the

echnology they are using and by finding the salient parts that enabled

he framing (see Table 2 ). 

The third phase of the analysis was the interpretation of the mean-

ngs . Frames are conceptualizations of reality, both in individuals ’ minds

nd through social constructions that emerge in communication. Frames

onsist of the meanings that are given to subjects, relationships, prac-

ices, and structures ( Goffman, 1974 ). Frames are entities of meanings.

eanings, then, are more specific constructs. The meaning of an object

here: communication technology – is interpreted in its frame. For ex-

mple, seeing technology in a game frame would yield quite a different

nterpretation of the meaning ‘technology as a challenge ’, as compared

o a work frame. There are both cognitive meanings assigned by indi-

iduals (and thus guiding their actions) and joint meanings negotiated

ocially in communication. 

In this study, meanings were inductively derived from the previously

onstructed frame categories. Because frames are entities of meanings,

he analysis was not necessarily linear. The deriving of meanings was

xecuted by inductively and constantly recognizing, through the lens

f the frames, such verbal and nonverbal expressions , that carried a

eaning attached to the technology the teams used. These verbal and

onverbal expressions were cues for recognizing the meanings team

embers had for the technology. Some examples of these cues are

ntroduced in the Section 4.2 . The interpretation of meanings is the

econd level of our two-level analysis. We highlight the impact of the

eanings by executing this second-level analysis and thus making them

 visible part of the findings. 

. Findings 

.1. Frames of technology-related interaction 

The technology-related interaction of the virtual teams takes place

n four different frames: practical frame, work frame, user frame, and re-

ational frame (see Table 3 ) . 

.1.1. Practical frame 

The technology-related interaction was, in most instances, framed

n the practical frame (see Table 3 ) . In the practical frame, the team

nteraction focused mainly on two topics: discussing technology’s

roperties and functions, and providing guidance on the use of the

echnology. 

First, technology was seen by the participants as an entity of techno-

ogical properties and as a platform for team members ’ communication.

he frame was manifested in the interaction when the team members

escribed and explained their actions with the technology, stated and
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Table 2

Example of defining the frames .

(Team 2, episode 16)

M2: (Name1) is now online. The member is organizing the technical connection and describing actions done

with technology.

Practical frame

M1: This doesn’t allow to put two names (in the work distribution system)

Well, I’ll write here M1 and M2.

Describing actions, voicing technology’s restrictions. Distributing work tasks.

Practical frame, Work frame

[A team member’s phone is put on hold.]

M2: Who is on hold now?

M3: M3 was on hold!

The member is organizing the connection, but doesn’t know who is on hold. →

Technology’s restriction/properties.

Practical frame

M1: Ah okay, welcome back. Technology described as something you can go away from and come back to.

M3: Thanks! [laughs] Practical frame

M1: Then another (program) has spawned a gig, so there is need for new

measures for (program). This has been discussed previously so I just put

these names in - - and then there was the update of the third (program) ’s

manual. Can M5 say something about this?

The member is defining technology as an object of work tasks. Organizing

future work tasks and distributing work.

Work frame

M5: Well, I wrote down today that (name2) mentioned that

it is probably going to them but I don’t have (name2) ’s confirmation

about it.

Advancing work tasks and distributing work with technology.

Work frame

M1: Okay, well is (name2) online? No, (name2) is not online… The member is organizing the connection and describing actions done with

technology. Doesn’t know who are present →Technology’s

restriction/properties.

Practical frame

Table 3

The frames of technology-related interaction and the number of

episodes in which they take place in virtual team meetings.

Frames Team 1 Team 2 Team 3 Total

Practical frame 32 15 15 62

Work frame 15 16 9 40

User frame 8 1 – 9

Relational frame 5 – – 5
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olved technology-related problems, shared opinions about and expe-

iences with the technology, and organized technical connections with

ne another. 

Excerpt 1 illustrates how communication technology is defined

hrough its features. In the excerpt, the team members are trying to

olve a technology-related connection issue. 

Excerpt 1: 

[M5 and M3 are connected to M1 and M4 via a communication tech-

nology platform. M1 and 

M4 are in the same space. There have been sound-related problems.]

M5: Is anybody there? Onko siellä ketään? 

M3: Well, now we can’t hear anything anymore. Nyt ei kuulu kyllä

yhtään mitään. 

M5: The audio feedback stopped but nothing else can be heard either.

Nyt ei kyllä kierrä enää yhtään mut ei kuulu mitään muutakaan. 

M4: There is, or if you click there, then that will update. Tos ois,

taikka jos sä klikkaat ni päivittyy tohon. 

[M4 points on M1 ’s computer screen.] 

M1: Yeah, can you hear me now? Joo, kuuluukos nyt? 

M5: Now we can hear you well. Nyt hyvin kuuluu. 

(Team 3 episode 2) 

The restrictions caused by communication technology’s properties

ere described by team members. Technology was, for example, labeled

s “not allowing ” some form of action, as can be seen in the following

xcerpt. 

Excerpt 2: 

M1: Hey, it seems that I can’t enter two rooms simultaneously… I

have to skip myself out from here. Hei tää on näköjään, muuten

ei pääse kahteen huoneeseen yhtä aikaa…mä joudun skippaamaan

tästä pois. 
16
M3: Okay. Joo. 

M1: I will be back soon. Mä tuun kohta takas. 

[M1 leaves the team conversation.] 

(Team 1 episode 35) 

Technology was not discussed only in a neutral way but also eval-

ated in team members ’ statements. In excerpt 3, team members talk

bout technology as being convenient and working very well and in this

ay, they define the possibilities of the platform. Team members also

epresent the technology by characterizing their previous experiences

r, in this case, lack of experience. 

Excerpt 3: 

M3: This is also a new type of working if we both do our own stuff,

and still we are in this space… This is fun [laughs]. I also have

never seen anything like this. Tääkin on ihan uudenlaista työsken-

telyä jos me tavallaan tehään kumpikin tässä omia ja sit me ollaan

täs tilassa, tää on hauskaa [nauraa], en mäkään tämmöstä koskaan.

M1: But isn’t it convenient, because if we have to talk about some-

thing, then well… Mutta eikös tää oo kätevää ku jos meijän tarttee

jutella jostain niin tota. 

M3: Yeah, this is incredibly convenient. This works very well. Joo on

ihan älyttömän kätevää tää toimii tosi hyvin. 

M1: Yes. Joo. 

(Team 1 episode 29) 

Second, there were also multiple statements in which the team mem-

ers asked, gave, and received guidance on the use of the technology and

ts properties. These statements included both neutral guidance on tech-

ology use and evaluative statements regarding technology’s properties.

In excerpt 4, a team member expresses distress quite strongly. These

motionally loaded statements are targeted to saving a document on a

latform. One team member defines technology in terms of difficulties.

nother member, however, guides the distressed member in using the

latform. The one giving guidance to the other describes the platform in

 more neutral series of actions and features, and thus does not evaluate

he technology so strongly. 
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Excerpt 4: 

M3: Eek, oh no, eek, oh no, well, how is it put here then? Iik ääk iiik

ääk no miten se nyt sitte tänne. 

M2: Go to the “records,” then there is that “modify ” button. Mee

pöytäkirjaan, siihen tulee se muokkaa-painike. 

M3: Modify, yeah, that is true. Muokkaa joo totta. 

M2: And then paste it there. Ja sit sitte sinne liitä. 

M3: True, true, and now then paste… allow use? Totta totta ja nyt

sitte liitä… salli käyttö? 

M2: Allow use, yes. Salli käyttö kyllä. 

M3: There, and save. Noin tallenna. 

M2: Mm-m. 

M3: Is it there now, is everything now done? Onks se nyt siellä onks

nyt kaikki tehty? 

M2: I will go and check, yes very good, it is there. Mä meen kattoon,

erittäin hyvä se on siellä. 

M3: And now I can close this system without a concern? Ja nytkö

sitten voi tän laittaa huoletta kiinni tän tän systeemin? 

M2: Yes. Kyllä. 

(Team 1 episode 24) 

Sometimes the technology was also perceived in terms of the possi-

ilities it provides for the team. In excerpt 5, one member gives instruc-

ion, or a tip, to the others and describes communication technology as

 handy tool enabling the members to adopt new practices. 

Excerpt 5: 

[Team members are working independently at their stations and

writing texts into a common technological platform.] 

M2: Just one tip that even now when M3 is writing it is possible

to, just don’t go messing around the text itself, it is possible to,

for instance, move up and down the text box. It does not affect

M3 ’s writing. This (platform) is quite handy that way. Semmonen

vinkki että vaikka nyt J3 tossa kirjottelee ni sitä vois, kunhan ei mee

söhimään sinne tekstin sekaan, nii sitä voi esimerkiks nostella ylös

ja alas sitä tekstiruutua se ei vaikuta J3 kirjottamiseen. Tää on siinä

niinku kätevä tämä. 

[Quiet independent working continues.] 

(Team 1 episode 4) 

In the practical frame, the communication technology was, first of

ll, seen as an entity of technological properties and defined by the

eam members by describing their actions with the technology, solving

echnology-related problems, sharing opinions about and experiences

ith the technology, as well as organizing technical connections. Sec-

nd, the team members also asked, gave, and received guidance on the

se of the technology and its properties. These statements included both

eutral guidance on technology use and evaluative statements regarding

echnology’s properties. 

.1.2. Work frame 

The work frame consisted of technology-related statements con-

ected to the teams ’ work tasks. Every one of the studied virtual team

eetings was work-related by default, so it is clear that the teams

erformed multiple task-related processes and aimed to achieve work-

elated goals. Depending on the team’s characteristics and the nature of

he meeting, the work tasks varied from the informal planning of future

rojects to well-structured reviewing of the tasks that had already been

erformed and those that needed to be performed in the future. Team

embers advanced their tasks, for example, by describing the next phase

or the task or using technology to distribute work. In the work frame,

he communication technology was often seen as a tool that could be

sed to advance the team’s work-related goals. 

In excerpt 6, the technology is mentioned in relation to the work

ask at hand. The technology is seen an object that facilitates some of

he team members ’ work. 
17 
Excerpt 6: 

M3: About that, I did write those dates down somewhere. Ja

tota siihen liittyen sitten mä laitoin ne kyl jonnekin ylöskin niitä

päivämääriä. 

M2: You can see your email there. Tossa näkyy se sun meili. 

[Email message is visible in one of the conferencing platform’s text

boxes.] 

M1: So, fifth of June [workgroup name] meeting. Viides kuudetta

[ryhmän nimi] kokous. 

M3: Yes, yeah so on fifth of June is [name of the meeting] [ –] we

could, for example, settle that in [name of a platform] so that

we write down in bullet points our observations of this phase

of the project. Joo, joo eli viides kuudetta on [kokouksen nimi] [–]

me voitas vaikka sopia [alustan nimi] niin että laitetaan vaan ihan

ranskalaisilla viivoilla meijän havaintoja hankkeen tästä vaiheesta . 

(Team 1 episode 20) 

In their meetings, the virtual teams often made decisions related to

he distribution of work. Here (excerpt 7), the technology is portrayed

s an object for some members to do their work with. Technology is

ategorized as a tool for work distribution needs. 

Excerpt 7: 

[In the conferencing platform, there is a text-editing box visible to

all the team members.] 

M2: M3, could you take notes for us today? Let’s rotate a bit. Oisko,

voisiks sää tänään kirjottaa meille muistiin asiat? Kierrätettäs. 

M3: Okay, where? Joo mihi? 

M2: There, to the [name of the system], just there. Tohon [jär-

jestelmän nimi] ni sinne vaan. 

M3: Okay, well… Okei, tota…

(Team 1 episode 6) 

In the work frame, the technology was seen as a platform for the

eams to perform multiple task-related processes and achieve work-

elated goals. The team members advanced their tasks by describing

he next phases of the project and by using technology for distributing

heir work. 

.1.3. User frame 

The user frame manifests in the team meetings when the members

hare thoughts about the relationship between technology and its users.

he interaction about technology users ’ attributes manifested in two

ays. First, team member conversations considered both the attributes

f the team members and technology users in general. These attributes

re, for example, habits, practices, or traits. Second, team members also

ad conversations about the issues relating to technical competence. 

In the user frame, the technology was portrayed, both visually and

erbally, as a reflection of its users. In excerpt 8, technology is even

iven gender-related attributes. 

Excerpt 8: 

[M3 and M1 are both female and M2 is male.] 

M3: What are you, why are you smiling, M2? [laughs] While M3

talks, you smile the whole time. Mitäs sää mitä J2 sä hymyilet?

[nauraa] ku J1 puhuu nii sä hymyilet koko ajan. 

M2: Well, you don’t follow my chat messaging at all, you are just

focused on that auditory communication. [M2 has asked for a

bathroom break in the chat window.] Ku te ette seuraa mun chat-

tiviestintää ollenkaan et työ vaan keskityitte tohon auditiiviseen kom-

munikointiin 

M1: What? [laughs] Mitä? 

M3: Ooohhahha [laughs]. 

M1: He is squirming, look, with legs crossed, can you see, okay, pee

break. Se kiemurtelee kato jalat ristissä huomaattekste okei pissa-

tauko. 

M3: Well, I noticed your facial expressions, hello, I do observe. No

mut mä huomasin sun ilmeen hei haloo mä havainnoin kyllä. 
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Table 4 

Meanings of communication technology found in the frame cate- 

gories. 

Frames Meanings of communication technology 

Practical frame • entity of technological properties 
• challenge 
• subject of guidance 

Work frame • tool 
• useful benefit 

User frame • object of competence 
• reason for uncertainty 

Relational frame • way to express affection 
• shared space 
M1: He has his legs crossed, can you see he has crossed legs. Sillä on

jalat ristissä, näätsä sillä on jalat ristissä. 

M3: But hey, here is this kind of, listen M2, here is the difference be-

tween men and women, that women follow expressions. Mut hei

tässä on tämmönen, täs on J2 mies-naisero, et nainen seuraa ilmeitä.

M1: Yes and men read text [laughs]. Kyllä ja mies katselee tekstiä. 

M3: Yes and focus on the computer, yeah, that’s right. Niin ja keskittyy

koneeseen, nii just. 

M2: Yes. Kyllä. 

(Team 1 episode 10) 

In excerpt 9, one team member reflects his feelings of uncertainty in

sing the conferencing platform. Technology is defined as “untrustwor-

hy” and as an object of suspicion. 

Excerpt 9: 

[M3 has done an entry about the team’s meeting to a virtual pro-

ceedings system.] 

M3: Well, now you should go and check if it went there because

I am very suspicious of these things. Tota nyt saatte käydä vielä

kattomassa sen et meniks se sinne, koska mä oon hirveen epäluulonen

näissä asioissa. 

M1: It is here. Tuli. 

M2: It went there okay, I can see it, I’m in here. Meni meni okei mä

nään sen, mä oon sisällä. 

M3: I can never believe that it truly goes there. Mä mä en koskaan

usko sitä et se menee sinne. 

M1: It is here, it is here. Tuli tuli. 

(Team 1 episode 24) 

In the user frame, technology is seen through the relationship be-

ween technology and its users. The team members discuss the attributes

f technology users and issues related to technical competence. 

.1.4. Relational frame 

In the relational frame, the conversation about communication tech-

ology is focused on the relationships between team members. In the

elational frame, the interaction has multiple characteristics, such as

xpressing humor and showing emotions both verbally and nonverbally

sing the visual dimension of the platform. In this frame, the team does

ot primarily advance any work task in its interaction. The technology

oes not manifest itself as a tool to work with, but instead as a plat-

orm to build, maintain, and develop relationships. Technology is used

o express informality and closeness by even giving virtual “hugs ” (see

xcerpt 10). The relational frame appeared only in the conversations of

ne team —it did not exist in either of the other two teams. 

Excerpt 10: 

M1: Now, if you were here, I would hug you, but I can instead give

you this kind of, like, remote hug. [M1 tries to place their hands

in a way it looks like M1 is hugging the video screen.] Nyt jos te

oisitte tässä niin mä halaisin teitä mut mä voin antaa teille nyt täm-

mösen niinku kaukohalauksen. [levittää käsiään kohti videokameraa

ikään kuin halatessa]. 

M2: Big hug [opens up his arms simulating hugging]. Iso hali [levittää

käsiään videoruudussa kuin halatessa]. 

M1: I will give you a remote hug, remote hug. Annan teille kaukoha-

lauksen, kaukohalaus. 

M3: Oh, it is done like that? Ai se tehään noin? 

M1: Like this [shows again]. Näin [näyttää uudelleen]. 

M3: Now I will try to put these hands here, now here you can see

that you M2 can do that, but I cannot get these here in front of

the camera, well, now I succeeded quite well. 

Ny mä yritän mä yritän laittaa nää kädet tänne nyt tossa sen näkee J2

et sää pystyt tekee ton mut mä en saa näitä tähän kameran eteen, no

nyt onnistu aika hyvin. 

M2: It is great. On hieno. 
18 
M3: Look how big my hands are [laughs]. Kattokaa miten isot kädet

mulla on [nauraa]. 

M2: Good. Hyvä. 

M3: M1 is still swaying there, it is not focusing, not focusing. J1 vielä

heiluu tuolla, et ei kohdistu, ei kohdistu. 

M1: No, no… look, is it better now? Ei ei… kato onks nyt parempi? 

M3: Well, now, now you got it, good! No nyt nyt nyt onnistu, hyvä! 

(Team 1 episode 22) 

Technology was defined as a system that positively affects team

embers ’ relationships and strengthens their team performance (see ex-

erpt 11). 

Excerpt 11: 

M2: Oh, wow, while M3 is writing, I have to say that [–] I have

experienced these meetings so that I always get more energy from

these meetings and still these are also efficient. Ai että, täs ku J3

kirjottaa niin täytyy muuten sanoa [–] mää oon kokenu nää sillai

et mä saan aina energiaa näistä palavereista ja sitten se että nää on

kuitenkin myös tehokkaita. 

M1: Mmm same here. Mmm samoin. 

M3: Yeah. Joo. 

M1: But then there is room for this kind of goofing around and

other things so this meeting structure has been very good for us.

Sitte kuitenki tässä on tilaa myös tämmöselle hassuttelulle ja kaikelle

muulle et jotenki tää tää tapaamisten rakenne on ollu tosi hyvä meille.

M3: Mmm yes, I have also, I agree with you. Mmm mm kyllä mä oon

kans, mä oon samaa mieltä. 

M1: Yes and I have learned a tremendous amount about overall us-

ing and utilizing this [name of the platform]. Joo ja mä oon op-

pinu ihan hirveesti niinku ylipäätään käy-, niinku hyödyntämään tätä

[neuvottelualustan nimi]. 

(Team 1 episode 21) 

In the relational frame, the team interaction was focused on the re-

ationships between team members. The team does not necessarily ad-

ance any work task in its interaction, but instead the technology is used

o express informality and closeness. 

.2. Meanings of communication technology 

The frame categories presented in the previous section provide us

ith an interpretation of technology-related meanings. In total, nine

eanings were inductively interpreted during the third phase of the

nalysis to be present in the frames (see Table 4 ). 

The communication technology utilized in the team meetings had

ine meanings: an entity of technological properties, a challenge, a sub-

ect of guidance, a tool, a useful benefit, an object of competence, a

eason for uncertainty, a way to express affection, and a shared space. 

In the practical frame , the technological platform is meaningful for

he team as an entity of technical properties. Virtual team members talk

bout the properties and functions of the platform both in their current

ork and in their future tasks and processes. Technology is not only
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alked about, but also utilized in different ways in diverse parts of the

eetings. Technology is also given the meaning of being a challenge.

his meaning was mostly expressed because of the technical difficulties

eam members faced. For example, when the connection does not work,

here is evident uncertainty that is voiced by inquiring: “Is [member]

resent? ” or “Can you hear me? ” The technical guidance given to other

eam members is quite elaborate and detailed, for example: “Did you

now that if you press Ctrl and F you can search for things? ” Therefore,

n the practical frame, the communication technology has the meaning

f possessing properties to ask about, and give and receive guidance

n. For example, statements like “Press ‘save ’ in the upper corner ” and

Where is that button? ” are indications of guidance-related meaning.

echnology is not only a neutral entity of properties and functions, but

lso evaluated by the users. These evaluations portray the underlying

ttitudes which shape the use of the technology. 

In the work frame , the communication technology is meaningful for

he virtual teams as a tool —it makes task-related communication possi-

le and allows work to advance. Through the technology, the teams can

chieve goals that would not be possible for a distributed team without

t. Virtual teams both utilize technology to plan the progress of projects

nd intend to use communication technology again in the future phases

f the projects. For example, the statement “We could plan this [project]

n the [system] ” shows team members making plans to utilize communi-

ation technology in a future work task and thus assigning it the mean-

ng of a tool. The technological platform is also a way to make the work

isible by allowing team members to present the progress achieved in

he work tasks, for example: “I’ll show here [at the shared view] what

 have done. ” The platform is used as a tool to take notes and keep a

ecord of the current meeting. The communication technology is also

eaningful for the team members as a benefit that yields many possi-

ilities for their work. Platforms do not only enable team meetings, but

lso a number of other specific functions, such as sharing documents and

eb screens. Communication technology is described as, for example,

handy ” and “working very well. ”

In the user frame , the interaction around the communication tech-

ology is closely connected to the concepts of competence and skills.

tatements like “People like me usually find this difficult ” or “I adore

our ability to use these things so naturally ” highlight how technology

s defined to be an object of competence. The team members discuss

nd compare the abilities of different users in relation to each other.

or example, the team members are said to have “asymmetry ” in their

ompetence with technology and in their ways of utilizing the platform.

echnical skills are also compared to other types of competences, such

s conversation skills and playing the piano. The platform is not only

resent as a neutral entity of technical properties but also as a target of

valuative and even critical comments. Technology means uncertainty.
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Fig. 1. Frames in virtual teams ’ technology-related interaction a
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t is given meanings based on the team members ’ previous experiences.

here is uncertainty regarding technological functions, and difficulty

rusting the technology, especially in one of the teams. Technology is

efined as untrustworthy, for example, by the following statements: “I

m always so suspicious about these ” or “I can never believe that it [text

ocument] truly goes there [web portal]. ”

In the relational frame , the technology is discussed in terms of team

elationships and is valued as a possibility for good teamwork and re-

ationship building. The interaction in the relational frame shows that

he teams perceive the technology as a means of expressing affection.

herefore, conferencing platforms are perceived as bringing individuals

loser to one another, even though this is not physically possible. Com-

unication technology even allows the team members to give virtual

ugs and express closeness in the common virtual space. The interaction

n the relational frame also illustrates how technology means a shared

pace for the teams. The conferencing platform is a common denomi-

ator and a way to connect with one another. Often the technology is

eferred to by using the word “this, ” while the speaker assumes that the

ther team member knows what “this ” is. The team members also stated

ow they should “stay here around the table, ” even though there really

as no physical table to stay around. One team member can also give

irections such as “write in here ” or “choose from there ” and the others

ill understand the meaning because of the shared view of their vir-

ual workspace. Even though the teams were distributed, the members

egarded the technology as a shared space. 

. Discussion 

In this article, we explored the meanings attached to communica-

ion technology in authentic virtual team interaction by using the frame

ategory analysis. We were aiming to find answers to two overall re-

earch questions: (1) how is communication technology framed in vir-

ual teams ’ technology-related interaction? and (2) what meanings are

iven to communication technology in virtual team meetings? 

We found that there are four frames that define virtual teams ’

echnology-related interaction: practical frame, work frame, user frame,

nd relational frame (see Fig. 1 ). Team members comment on the tech-

ology’s properties, provide guidance on the use of technology, nego-

iate the technology users ’ attributes, and maintain and develop rela-

ionships by using the technology. By framing the technology-related

onversation in teams, we were able to outline what communication

echnology means for them. 

Nine technology-related meanings were interpreted on the basis of

he frames. The technological platform was portrayed as an entity of

echnical properties, a challenge to manage, and a subject of guidance.

t was meaningful as a tool and a useful benefit with many possibilities.
n�ty of 
chnological 

roper�es
allenge
bject of guidance
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seful benefit
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echnology was seen as an object of competence and a reason for un-

ertainty. It was a way to express affection, even by simulating physical

ontact. Also, technology meant shared space between the team mem-

ers. 

The practical frame and the meanings attached to it demonstrate how

echnology and its properties are managed in hands-on moments during

eam interaction. The discussions about technological issues emerging

n meetings indicate that the applied technology as such —as an entity

f technological properties —is extremely meaningful for its users: the

eam platform has to function, and fulfil the purposes, tasks and pro-

esses of teamwork. Technological issues bring out emergent negotia-

ions of the meanings of technology in teams, especially when the users

re confronted with technical challenges. Even though some amount of

ractical framing is definitely an essential part of team discussions, there

ight be less of it if the technology worked well and its properties and

ossibilities were clear to all users. 

The work frame provides meanings of team technology that are

trongly related to the context of its use. Technology means both a tool

nd a useful benefit without which the teams could not have their meet-

ngs. Because the technology is used for teamwork, the meanings are

ttached to the communication tasks at hand. The teaming platforms

sed by the team members are, for a large part, truly implemented for

he work purposes and used for achieving work goals. 

The user frame allows seeing communication technology as a re-

ection of its individual users. The technology used in teams has both

ositive and negative connotations. Team members see themselves and

he other members as more or less competent users of technology. The

eaming platforms, with a great number of properties and potentials,

an also be regarded as a source of uncertainty. The technology was de-

ned even as untrustworthy, which, in some cases, lead to avoiding the

se of technology altogether. The members ’ previous experiences with

echnology are clearly shown in team discussions. 

The relational frame portrays communication technology as a means

f building, maintaining and reinforcing team relationships. The tech-

ology allows the team members to have their mediated meetings with

ace-to-face elements, such as auditory and visual connections between

he members. Communication technology is, therefore, neither just an

ntity of technical properties nor a tool for completing work tasks. It

s also a space for relational interaction and a means to show interper-

onal affection. Technology is a way for teams to experience and express

ogetherness in a shared space while being physically dispersed. 

All the frames indicate that the ways team technology is perceived,

alued, and experienced can affect the successful deployment of technol-

gy. Conferencing platforms used by virtual teams have personal-level

eanings, and the technology is a crucial part of the team and its work.

elow, we discuss the findings and their implications. We also discuss

he limitations of the study, and present future research possibilities. 

.1. Differences between the teams and technologies 

The three teams were in many ways similar, but they also had their

ifferences. The versatility of the teams is reflected in the results. In the

rst team, all of the frames were present, but in the other two teams,

nly the first three frames —the practical frame, work frame, and user

rame —were found. It was, however, expected that the frames could

iffer from team to team. 

The first team was more focused on the members and their rela-

ionships, and the uncertainty regarding the platform was much more

resent. The reason for this degree of uncertainty might be found when

he structure, style, and content of the meetings of the three teams are

ompared. In the second and third team, the meetings were clearly fo-

used on work-related matters (e.g., planning the project’s progress and

istributing work), whereas in the first team, these tasks were accompa-

ied by changing thoughts and ideas, as well as catching up with each

ther’s personal lives. In addition, the team culture of the first team
20 
eemed to allow a more informal and emotionally loaded interaction

han the culture of the other teams. 

The conferencing platforms used in the teams were, likewise, differ-

nt and they enabled diverse functions. The first team had a real-time

ideo connection, which allowed them to see each other. The second

eam communicated mainly by audio and a shared web screen. The

hird team was partially distributed: one part of the team was in the

ame meeting room and others were connected through an audio chan-

el. The user frame and relational frame and the meanings of compe-

ence and affection attached to them were most present in the first team.

heir presence might have been prompted by the meeting style, struc-

ure, or the properties of the technology. The user frame portrayed a

eam culture that allowed for talk about team members ’ own attributes

nd experiences that also did not necessarily relate to work. However,

n the relational frame, the video connection was essential, as the team

embers used it even to the extent of giving “hugs. ”

The differences in the teams are not surprising in and of themselves.

very virtual team is a unique group comprised of individuals and their

elationships. Because one crucial part of choosing the technology is

hat it should fill the unique needs of individual teams, it is clear that

ifferent teams do and should use different technologies ( Hovde, 2014 ).

ur results seem to confirm that technology does have unique meanings

n different teams and that the technology itself also shapes the work

nd interaction in the team, thus technologies need to be suited to the

ndividual team’s needs. 

.2. Theoretical implications 

This study provides theoretical and empirical contributions to the

rame theory and to the research field of virtual teams. The frames found

n our study share some similarities with the technology frames used

n the studies of technological frames of reference ( Davidson, 2006 ).

hese four categories are frames related to information technology (IT)

eatures or attributes, frames related to the potential organizational ap-

lications of IT, frames related to incorporating IT into work practices,

nd frames related to developing IT in organizations ( Davidson, 2006 ).

ccording to our study, in virtual teams, technology is similarly framed

ith regard to its features and its usefulness in the context of teamwork.

hat differentiates IT framing at the organizational executive level and

he framing of communication technology in virtual teams are the two

ther frame categories we found. The appearance of relational and user

rames indicates that in the virtual team context, technology also has

elationship-, competence-, and user-related meanings attached to it.

herefore, conferencing platforms in virtual teams seem to have more

ersonal-level meanings, and the technology is meaningful mainly as

 part of the team and its work. Future research of technology frames

hould pay attention to the possibility of frames that are related to in-

ividual users and their interpersonal relationships. 

The communication technology utilized in the virtual teams is given

he meanings of being an entity of properties and a tool for advanc-

ng work tasks. Our findings indicate that conferencing platforms are,

s expected, a crucial part of virtual teams. Previous research does not

ully concur on what effect technology and technologically mediated

ommunication has on the virtual team’s performance or if it has any

ffect at all ( Gilson et al., 2015 ). According to our findings, it is appar-

nt that in addition to the actual use of the technology, the interaction

bout the technology is also a part of the virtual team meetings ’ reality.

his insight needs to be taken into account when discussing connections

etween technology use and efficacy in virtual teams. 

Our findings indicate that virtual team interaction includes solving

echnical difficulties and assigning negative meanings to technology’s

roperties and functions. Many of these meanings were related to techni-

al problems; for instance, when the Internet connection was not work-

ng the way it should. Communication technology was not, however,

iven only negative meanings. First, the expressions of uncertainty re-

arding the technology and technological competence appeared only in
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ne of the three studied teams. Second, the teams also gave the com-

unication technology a vast number of positive meanings, as they de-

cribed it as convenient and a useful tool to achieve work-related tasks.

he technology also has meanings related to its users and its possibil-

ties of expressing presence and affection when the team members are

ot physically present in the same space. 

Therefore, the benefits of communication technology are such a valu-

ble part of virtual team communication that technology cannot be seen

nly as a difficulty. Crider and Ganesh (2004) have previously studied

ow virtual teams negotiate meanings in their communication. Accord-

ng to their study, when team members are expressing difficulties or

hallenges associated with technology, the other team members tend

o express social support and empathy. Technology-related problems

re seen as a way for team members to build relationships and become

loser. These findings were supported by our study. 

.3. Practical implications 

Studying the meanings of technology for virtual teams allows us to

nderstand how communication technology in working life is perceived

nd valued. These perceptions can affect the successful deployment of

he technology. If technology-related meanings are understood, it is pos-

ible to address the negative meanings, such as uncertainty, and aim to

dvance the properties that are positively meaningful in relation to the

eam and their work. 

Our findings indicate that these team members give the technology

eaning as an object of competence. Team members giving and receiv-

ng guidance on technical troubles makes it apparent, on one hand, that

t is possible to provide guidance on the platforms ’ use. However, on the

ther hand, the practice of giving and receiving guidance also indicates

hat the team members can experience a lack of competence. Experi-

ncing lack of competence can arouse meanings of uncertainty towards

echnology. This situation can even lead to avoiding tasks that involve

ommunication through technology. However, we found that members

f virtual teams ask, give and receive guidance on technical issues from

ne another. This means that they perceive technical skills worth de-

eloping. The results of our research verify the finding from previous

esearch ( Berry, 2011 ) that virtual team members benefit from versatile

ompetence, or at least from an experience of sufficient competence. To

dvance efficient working practices, it is essential to focus not only on

eveloping the communication technologies, but also to recognize and,

f needed, develop the technological competence of team members. 

Our findings can also be practically utilized by communication con-

ultants working with technology-mediated teams. The manifestation

f the practical, work, user and relational framing indicate that technol-

gy is viewed as a crucial part of group processes. Virtual team mem-

ers should be as conscious as possible about the meanings they at-

ach to communication technology. They should also be aware of other

eam members ’ perceptions. It is therefore recommended that virtual

eam members discuss communication technology before and during its

se. The joint processing of various approaches to teaming technology

ould prevent frame disputes ( Goffman, 1974 ) or contradictory mean-

ngs. Mixed understanding about the use of technology can lead to the

eam not using the technology as effectively as they potentially could.

or example, a person who strongly perceives technology in the rela-

ional frame may not work well with a member who is more influenced

y the practical frame. Also, because frames can include expectations

f roles and behavior ( Goffman, 1974 ), frame disputes could lead to a

ixed understanding about roles and expected behavior within the vir-

ual team. 

To conclude, the results of our study can be applied to planning vir-

ual team communication processes and practices. To manage the chal-

enges of virtual communication and to facilitate more efficient work

ractices, it is essential to focus not only on developing communica-

ion technologies, but also on recognizing the experiences and compe-

ences of the users. It needs to be ensured that the meeting practices and
21 
tructures are appropriate. In addition, it is necessary to make sure that

irtual teams use technology that is especially suited to their communi-

ation needs and thus has the right properties and functions, as well as

o provide the possibility for the team members to discuss their attitudes

nd perceptions related to technology. 

.4. Insights from this study, limitations, and future research 

Even though there have already been a substantial number of virtual

eam studies conducted, many of them focused on more traditional plat-

orms, such as email, chat, and discussion boards, where communication

s mainly text-based ( Gilson et al., 2015 ). Our study focuses on modern

onferencing platforms that are currently used by virtual teams. More-

ver, our theoretical and methodological background in frame analysis

rovides a novel viewpoint that has not been previously applied to vir-

ual teams. Our data consisted of six meetings from three virtual teams.

e aimed for versatility in the data, and the three teams provided a

ood variety of working-life virtual teams. Even though the data were

erived from only three teams, the differences and similarities between

he teams provided novel insights on virtual team meanings —more than

 case study of one team would have offered. The data were large enough

o fit the purpose of our study; however, further studies on larger vol-

mes of virtual team data could be conducted to affirm our findings or

o add other dimensions. 

A qualitative study should have resonance by offering, at least to

ome extent, transferable findings ( Tracy, 2010 ). It is also possible to

tudy the meanings assigned to technology by student teams and achieve

nsightful results. However, by observing naturally occurring conver-

ations in team meetings in real working life, we were able to obtain

ovel insights on the actual meanings prevailing in the workplace today.

herefore, some presumptions on other similar working-life teams can

e made. Our results indicate that technology-related meanings within

irtual teams include perceptions and values that are related to tech-

ology’s properties and work practices. Virtual teams using a modern

onferencing platform can also have meanings related to relationships

nd competence, but these meanings do not necessarily manifest in all

eetings or in every team. 

Future studies should further examine if the technology-related

eanings are shared and held as collective beliefs among the team mem-

ers or if they are more likely just individual perceptions. The distinc-

ion between meanings representing a collective belief of the team or

ndividuals ’ own perceptions can be examined by analyzing the level of

eam cohesion. In the groups with a high level of attraction, the indi-

idual members tend to more easily absorb the attitudes and meanings

revailing in the group communication ( Fulk, 1993 ). By analyzing how

idely the shared meanings are held, it would be possible to discover

f individual members ’ perceptions and the team’s collective entity of

eanings have inconsistencies. This kind of research could also con-

ribute to the discussion about contradictory meanings and frame dis-

utes, and provide both empirical findings and practical implications

bout their significance to the field of virtual teamwork. 

Another path for future research would be to continue studying

he meanings that virtual team members assign to their technology-

ediated communication competence. Our study indicates that a per-

eived lack of technical skills can transform into uncertainty regarding

ommunication technology use. It is necessary to further study how per-

eived competence affects the formation of positive and negative mean-

ngs attached to communication technology. 

Future research should continue to observe virtual team members

s communication technology users. For example, to what extent are

he practices to use communication technology shared within a team?

bserving the possible changes of meanings over time could offer more

nsights on the development of teams. It would be worthwhile to ex-

mine if the meanings stay similar or if they change while the team

tself changes dynamically over time. Studies should also be conducted
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n the context of multinational teams and teams using different kinds of

echnologies to examine cultural and technological effects. 
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